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. Bertsekas &Tsitsiklis (1991) ,
, 1 . ,
“ ” , “ improper ”
. - , ,
(Sancho $(19\mathrm{s}6)$ , Sniedovich (1988)). , first-passage




$S=\{1,2, \ldots, N\}$ : . $\mathrm{A}(i)=$ : .
$p(j|i, a),$ $i,$ $j\in S,a\in A(i)$ : $c(i,a)=(c^{1}(i, a),\ldots,c^{m}(i., a))$ : .
$N$ : ( ) . $a\in A(N)$ , $p(N|N, a)=1,$ $c(N, \mathit{0})=0$ .




$f:i_{1}-\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}<\Rightarrow P_{f}$ { $X_{t}=N$ ffor some $t\geqq^{\iota}|X_{1}=i_{1}$ } $=1$ .
$f$ :proper $<\Rightarrow f$ : $i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$ , $i_{1}$ -proper. , $S^{1}=S\backslash N$ .
[ 2] 1 proper .
$\Pi$ : , $\Pi_{D}$ :
$I_{\pi}^{k}(i_{1})=E_{\pi 1} \sum_{\mathrm{f}=1}c^{k}(x_{\mathrm{r}},Y)t|x_{1}=i_{1}$
$I_{\pi}(i_{1})=(I_{\pi}^{1}(i_{1}),\ldots,I_{\pi}^{m}(i_{1}))$ : \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}
$V(i_{1})= \bigcup_{\pi\in\Pi}\{I_{\pi}(i_{1})\}$ , $V_{D}(i_{1})= \bigcup_{f^{\alpha\subsetneq}\in\Pi_{D}}\{\cdot I_{f^{\sigma \mathrm{J}}}.\cdot(i_{1})\},$ $i_{1}\in S$ , .
$\overline{R}=R\cup\{\infty\}$ . $U\subset\overline{R}^{m}$ , $e(U)$ $=$ {$x\in U|y\leqq x$ y $=\chi$ }.
$\pi$ : $i_{1}-$ $\mathrm{G}I_{\pi}(i_{1})\in e(V(i1))$ . $\pi$ : $\mathrm{c}\supset\pi$ : $i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$ $i_{1}$ – .
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$S(f,i_{1})=\{j\in S|p_{f}(X_{\iota}=j|x_{\iota}=i_{1}\}>0$ for SOme $t\geqq^{1\}},f\in\Pi i_{1}D’\in S^{\mathrm{t}}$
$S(i_{1})-\mathrm{u}s(f,i_{1}\text{ ^{}-}f\in\Pi D),f\in\Pi_{D}$
, .
[ 1] $f\in\Pi_{D}$ $i_{1}$ -proper , $I_{f}^{k}(i_{1})<\infty,$ $k=1,\ldots,m$ . , $k$
, $I_{f}^{k}(i_{1})=\infty$ .
[ ]
. $f$ $i_{1}$ -proper . , $S(f,i_{1})$ .
$m_{f}(i_{1})$ : $i_{1}$ $N$ first passage , .
$I_{f}^{k}(i) \iota E_{f\lfloor_{t\iota}1}=\sum_{=}c(kX_{t},\tau)t|X=i_{1}\rfloor$
$=<[_{j,a} \max c^{k}(j,a))m_{f}(i1)<\infty,$ $k=1,2,\ldots,m$
. $f$ $i_{1}-\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}0\mathrm{P}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ . , $N$ .
$\sum_{t=1}^{\infty}P_{f}.\{X‘=j|X_{1}=i_{1}\}=\infty$ $j\in S^{\dagger}$ . $c(j, f(j))\geq 0$ , $k$ ,
$I_{f}^{k}(i)\mathrm{l}=\infty$ .
$\tilde{\Pi}(i_{1})=\{\pi\in\Pi|I_{\pi}^{k}(i_{1})<\infty,k=1,\ldots,m\}$ , $\overline{\Pi}_{D}(i)1=\{f\in\Pi_{D}|If(i1k)<\infty,k=1,\ldots,m\}$
$\tilde{V}(i_{1})=$ $\cup$ $\{I_{\pi}(i_{1})\}$ , $\tilde{V}_{D}(i_{1})=\cup\{I_{J}f^{\infty}\in\Pi_{D}(i)\sim \mathrm{t}.\infty(i_{1})\},i_{1}\in S\dagger$ , .
$\pi\in\tilde{\Pi}(i_{1})$
[ 2] $e(Co\overline{V}_{D}(i_{\iota}))=e(CO\overline{V}D(i1)+R_{+}^{m})=e(\tilde{V}(i_{1}))=e(\gamma^{\gamma}(i_{1})),i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$ .
3.
$B^{m}(S)$ : $S$ $R^{m}$ .
$\lambda\in B^{m}(S)$ , $\lambda>0$ , $c^{\lambda}$ ( $i_{\iota},$ i $a$t’ $1$ ) $=<\lambda(i_{1}),$ $c(i_{1},a_{t})>$
NDP $(\lambda)$ . 2 , $i_{1}\in S|$ , (il) .
$J_{\pi}^{x}(i_{1})=E_{\pi}|‘ \sum_{\mathrm{l}=}C(\lambda X_{\mathrm{l}}, X‘’ Y_{\mathrm{r}})|X_{1}=i_{1}],$
$i_{1}\in S^{\mathrm{t}}$ .
$\pi*$ :NDP $(\lambda)$ $\subset>$ $i_{1}\in S|$ $\pi\in\Pi(i_{1})$ $J^{\Lambda}\pi$ . $(i_{1})\geqq^{J_{\pi}^{\lambda}}(i_{1})$ .
[ 1] $\pi$ FPPMC , $\pi$ NDP $(\lambda)$ , $\lambda>0$ ,
.
[ . 21 FPPMC , proper .
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$T_{a}u(i)=c(i,a)+ \sum p(j|i,a)u(j)j\in s’ u\in B^{m}(S)$
$T_{f}u(i)=T_{f(i)^{\mathcal{U}}}(i)$ , $L_{f}(i,a)=T_{af}I(i)$
$H$ $=\{x\in R^{m}|<C, x>\leqq 0\}$ , $c\in R^{m}$ ,
, Wakuta &Togawa (1998) .
[ 1] $f^{*}$ , $f^{*}$ proper, $i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$
$L_{f}\cdot$ ($i_{f’}$ a ) $-I*(fi_{t})\in H\lambda(i_{1})$ ’ $i_{\iota^{\in}}s(fi)*,1,$ $a\in At(i_{t})$
$\lambda\in B^{m}(S^{\mathrm{t}}),$ $\lambda>0$ , .
[ 2] $f^{*}$ proper, $i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$
$L_{ff}.(i_{t}, a_{t})-I\cdot(i_{t})\in H_{\lambda})(i_{\iota} , i‘\in S(i_{1}),$ $a_{t}\in A(i_{t})$
$A\in B^{m}(S^{\dagger}),$ $\lambda>0$ , , $f^{*}$ .
[ ] $f^{*}\in\Pi_{D}$ proper,
$L_{f^{\mathrm{t}}}(i,a)-I_{f}.(i)\in H_{\lambda},$ $i\in S,a\in A(i)$




, $i_{\iota^{\in}}S^{\dagger}$ , .
[ 3] $f^{*}\in[\mathrm{L}$ , $f$ proper, $i_{1}\in S^{\dagger}$
$I_{f}(i_{1})-If.(i_{1})\in Hf\lambda(\iota_{1})’\in\Pi^{1}D$
$\lambda\in B^{m}(S|)$ , $A>0$ , .
$q_{fJ}(i,a)=L\cdot(i,a)-I_{f}(i),$ $(i,a)\in GrA$
$Q_{f}$.: $q_{f}$ (la), $i\in S^{1},a\in \mathrm{A}(i)$
$\overline{Q}_{f\iota^{\in S^{\mathrm{f}}}}(i_{1}),$$i:q_{f}(i_{t}, a_{\ell}),$ $i‘\in S(f, i_{1})\backslash \{N\},a‘\in A(i‘)$
$Q_{f}(i_{\iota}),i_{1}\in s^{1}$ : $q_{f}$ (i $a$ )f’ $\mathrm{f}’ tSi\in(i_{\iota})\backslash \{N\},a_{t}\in A(i)t$ , .
[ 4] $f^{\#}\in\Pi_{D}$ , $f^{\mathrm{r}}$ proper, .
$(S_{1})$ : $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\frac{x}{Q}}f()x\geqq 0’\ldots..,$ ($>.\mathrm{o}_{1}$ s)N-1 $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\frac{x}{Q}>.0f(N-1)X\geqq^{0}$
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[ 5] $f^{*}\in\Pi_{D}$ proper, , $f$ .
$(T_{1})\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} xQ_{f}(1)X\geqq^{\mathrm{o}’}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\ldots..,(\tau)N-\iota=>.0.XQf(>.0N-1)X\geqq^{\mathrm{o}}$
] $f^{*}\in\Pi_{D}$ proper, , $f$ .
$(S_{0}).\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} xO.x>>00$
$d_{f}^{g}(i_{1})=I_{g}(i_{1})-I_{f}(i_{1}),$ $g\in\Pi^{1}$ ,$i\in S^{\mathrm{t}}D\iota$
$D_{J}.(i_{1}),i_{1}\in S^{\mathrm{t}}$ : $d_{J^{\backslash }}^{g}(i_{1}),g\in\Pi_{D}^{1}$ , .
[ 6] $f^{*}\in\Pi_{D}$ , $f$ proper,
.









$f,$ $g \in\prod_{D}$ , $I_{f}^{g}(i)=T_{g}I_{f}(i),$ $i\in S$ .
[ 3] $f$ proper . ,
(i) $I_{f}^{g}-I_{f}^{f}\leq 0$ , $g$ proper , $I_{g}\leq I_{f}$ .
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ $I_{f}^{g}-I_{f}^{f}=0$ , $I_{g}=I_{f}$ .
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})I_{f}^{g}-I_{f}^{f}\geq 0$ $g$ proper , $I_{g}\geq I_{f}$ .
Pol $\mathrm{i}$ cy $\mathrm{i}$ terat $\mathrm{i}$ on algor $\mathrm{i}$ thm
$E_{n}$ :
$F_{n}$ : , .
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Phase l
1 . $E_{0^{=}0^{=\emptyset}}F$ , $\in\Pi_{D}$ .
2. $f_{n},n>1$ , $I_{f},,$ $(i),$ $i\in S|$ proper .
3. proper , $E$ $=E_{n- 1}$ , $F_{n}=F_{n-1}\cup\{f_{n}\}$ .
, $f_{n+1}\in(\Pi_{D}\backslash (E_{n}\cup F_{n}))$ , 2\sim .
4. $f_{n}$ proper ,
$A_{f_{n}}=\{g\in(\Pi_{D}\backslash (E_{n-1^{\cup}}F_{n-\iota}))| I_{fn}^{g}-I_{fn}J’\iota\leq 0\}$
$B_{f_{n}}$. $=\{g\in(\Pi_{D}\backslash (E-\cup F)n\iota n-1)| I_{ff_{n}}^{g_{\hslash^{-I^{f_{n}}\geq}}}0\}$
$C_{f_{n}}=\{g\in(\Pi_{D}\backslash (E_{n- 1}UF_{n})-\iota)| I_{f_{n}}^{g}-I_{f_{\hslash}}J_{n}.=0\}$ , .
(i) $A_{f_{n}}\not\simeq\emptyset$ , $E_{n}=E_{n-\iota}$ , $F_{n}=F_{n- \mathrm{l}}$ UBfn\cup C . , 2 .
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})A_{fn}.=\emptyset$ ,
$E_{n}=E_{n-1}\cup C_{f_{n}}$ , $F_{n}=F_{n-1}\cup B_{f_{n}}$ . , 2 .
5. $E_{n}\cup F_{n}=\Pi_{D}$ .
Phasel 1
$E^{*}=E_{n^{)}}$ $F^{*}=F_{n}$ , $E$ : $F$ : ,
1. $f\in E^{*}$ , $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}$ $P(s_{0})$ , $E^{l}\subset E$ .
Phasell 1
1 $f\in(E^{*}\backslash E|)$ , $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{P}$ $P(U_{1}),$ $\ldots,$ $P(U_{N})$ ,
. $E$ $F$ .
5.
$S=\{1,2,3,4\}$ , , 4
$A(1)=\{1,2,3\},$ $A(2)=\{\iota\},$ $A(3)=\{1,2,3\},$ $A(4)=\{1\}$
$p(2|1,1)=p(3|1,2)=p(4|1,3)=1,$ $p(3|2,1)=1$
$p(1|3,1)=p(4|3,2)=\iota,$ $p(1|3,3)=p(4|3,3)= \frac{1}{2},p(4|4,1)=1$
$c(1,1)=(\mathrm{o},2),$ $c(\iota,2)=(2,\iota),$ $c(\iota,3)=(6,6),$ $c(2,1)=(0,1)$
$c(3,1)=(2,1),$ $c(3,2)=(4,1),$ $C(3,3)=(3,1),$ $c(4,1)=(0,0)$ .
$\alpha_{1}:\alpha_{1}(\iota)=1,\alpha_{\iota}(3)=1$ ; $\alpha_{2}:\alpha_{2}(1)=1,\alpha(23)=2$ ; $\alpha_{3}:\alpha_{3}(1)=1,\alpha(33)=3$
$\beta_{1}$ : $\beta_{1}(1)=2,\beta 1(3)=1^{\cdot}$. $\beta 2$ : $\beta_{2}(1)=2,\beta 2(3)=2.\cdot\beta_{\mathrm{z}}.\cdot$ : $\beta_{3}(1)=2,\beta 3(3)=3$
$\gamma_{1}:\gamma_{\iota}(1)=3,r1(3)=1$ ; $\gamma_{2}:\gamma_{2}(1)=3,\gamma 2(3)=2;r_{3}:r3(1)=3,\gamma 3(3)=3$ .
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Phase l
(1) $f_{1}=\alpha_{1}$ , $I_{a_{1}}(i)$ , $i=1,2,3$ . 3 $\alpha_{1}$ , proper .
$E_{1}=\emptyset$ , $F_{1}=\{\alpha_{1}\}$
(2) $f_{2}=\alpha_{2}$ , $I_{\alpha_{2}}(i),i=1,2,3$ .
$I_{\alpha_{2}}(1)=(4,4),$ $I_{a_{2}}(2)=(4,2),$ $I_{\alpha_{2}}(3)=(4,1)$
$\alpha_{2}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\mathrm{h}$ , proper.
$I_{a_{2}}^{\alpha_{3}}(1)-I_{\alpha_{2}}\alpha_{2}(1)=(0,0),I\alpha_{3}(\alpha_{2}2)-I_{\alpha_{2}}\alpha_{2}(2)=(0,0),$ $I_{\alpha 2}^{a}3(3)-I_{a}\alpha_{2}2(3)=(1,2)$
$I_{\alpha_{\mathrm{z}}}^{\beta_{\iota}}(1)-I^{\alpha}\alpha 22(1)=(2,-2),I_{\alpha_{2}}\beta_{1}(2)-I\alpha_{2}(\alpha_{2}2)=(0,0),$ $I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\beta}1(3)-I_{\alpha_{2}}\alpha_{2}(3)=(2,4)$
$I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\beta}2(1)-I_{\alpha_{2}}a_{\underline{\gamma}}(1)=(2,-2),I^{\beta_{2}}(\alpha 22)-I^{\alpha_{2}}(a2)2=(0,\mathrm{o}),I\beta 2(\alpha 23)-I_{\alpha}\alpha_{2}2(3)=(0,0)$
$I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\beta_{3}}(1)-I_{\alpha_{2}}\alpha_{2}(1)=(2,-2),I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\beta}3(2)-I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\alpha}2(2)=(0,\mathrm{o}),$ $I_{\alpha_{2}}^{\beta 3}(3)-I_{\alpha_{2}}\alpha_{2}(3)=(\iota,2)$





(3) $f_{3}=\beta_{1}$ , $I_{\beta_{1}}(i),i=1,2,3$ . 3 $\beta_{1}$ , proper .
$E_{3}=\{\alpha_{2}\},$ $F_{3}=\{\alpha_{\iota},\alpha_{3},\beta_{1},\gamma 1’ r2’\gamma_{3}\}$





$E_{4}=\{\alpha_{2}, \beta_{2}\}$ , $\sqrt=\{4\alpha_{\iota 3},\alpha, \beta_{1}, \beta 3’ r1’\gamma_{2},\gamma_{3}\}$
(5) $E_{2}\cup F_{2}=\Pi_{D}$ .
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